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Future Communications
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föremål från film
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genom att lägga bud
föremål
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Table Tennis
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Future Communication
1) What do most people today think about future communication?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2) When did the World Wide Web begin?.....................................................................
3) What do kids in London think about future communication? Circle Yes
or No
a) There will be a whole new language across the whole world. Yes /
No
b) We will all be able to read everyone’s mind. Yes / No
c) People will talk through holograms. Yes / No
4) What is a hologram?
a) It’s a new version of a phone
b) It’s a sound system
c) It’s like a moving picture displayed in the air

Prop Auction
5) What is a prop?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6) How do you buy things at an auction?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7) Which was Sian’s favourite item at the cinema prop auction in London?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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8) What does Sian think that it will sell for at the auction?
a) Around two million pounds
b) Around two thousand pounds
c) Around two hundred pounds
9) What kind of people buy these things according to Sian?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
10) Do buyers use the costumes, like a Batman costume, or will they just
keep it at home?
a) Buyers use the clothes. The Batman costume can be used over and
over again.
b) Buyers never use or wear the clothes they buy at an auction.
c) It depends. The Batman costume was 30 years old and very
delicate so it might be difficult. But if they buy a top hat they will
probably use it.

Table Tennis
11) What do scientists say about table tennis?
a) It is the best sport for your health
b) It is the best sport for your heart
c) It is the best sport for your brain
12) Which three good things does table tennis do for you?

a)……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

b) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………....

c)………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

13) What is table tennis also called?...................................................................................
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10-minute discussion
Could playing a sport really increase your intelligence? If yes, how come?
What does it improve? Which sports do you play and why do you like it? Have
you noticed a change in you? Discuss different kind of sports that is good for
your intelligence.
The Big Debate
Communication has changed dramatically in the last decades. Technology
helps us to communicate faster and more often. How do you think that we’ll
be talking in the future? What kind of communication devices will we use?
Will we use artificial intelligence? If yes, in what way? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of technology in communication? Discuss
future communication.
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Answers
Future Communication
1) They think that we’ll be talking through technology we’re wearing, like
smart watches and futuristic glasses.
2) 30 years ago
3) a) Yes b) No c) Yes
4) c

Prop Auction

5) An object that has been used in a film (for example a phone or a dress)
6) By bidding against each other and the highest bidder wins
7) The baby Tyrannosaurus Rex, a model dinosaur, from Jurassic Park: Lost
World
8) b
9) People who have grown up loving a film. Museums are interested as well
10) c

Table Tennis
11) c
12) a) it helps you to concentrate
b) it helps you to keep alert
c) it helps you to get better at solving puzzles
13) Ping pong
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